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MSRSI-TPMF: A Tie Points Matching Framework of
Multisource Remote Sensing Images

Qian Cheng , Xin Li , Taoyang Wang , Boyang Jiang, He Fu, Yunming Wang , and Feida Zhang

Abstract—Remote sensing sensor platforms are typically located
at a significant distance from the ground, ranging from several hun-
dred meters to hundreds of kilometers. This means that, compared
to natural images, remote sensing images (RSI) have larger cover-
age areas and more complex information. The larger size and data
volume of RSI presents challenges for computer vision matching
algorithms (MAs), making it difficult to apply them directly to RSI
matching. Moreover, a matching framework for multisource RSIs
capable of large-scale processing by integrating multiple MAs with
the entire RSI as input is presently lacking. This study proposes a
tie points (TPs) matching framework of multisource remote sensing
images based on the geometric and radiation characteristics of RSI.
First, RSI is divided into different grids and undergoes local geom-
etry correction. Next, matching between slice images is performed
by MAs. Finally, TPs are generated by mapping matched points in
multiple slice images to the whole RSI using a geometric processing
model. Six representative MAs including artificial feature MAs
and deep learning algorithms are integrated into the framework to
match TPs from different RSI. Results demonstrate the extraction
of TPs for multisource RSI, validating the framework’s efficacy.
In addition, a large-scale TPs matching test for deep learning MA
is performed by using 13 synthetic aperture radar images (10-m
resolution) with TPs root mean square error of 0.368 pixels, further
confirming the framework’s reliability.

Index Terms—Block adjustment (BA), framework, image
matching, remote sensing, tie points (TPs).

I. INTRODUCTION

R EMOTE sensing image (RSI) matching is a basic task in
RSI processing, which refers to the process of mapping an
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Fig. 1. Three matching cases of RSI matching. (a) Case 1: RFM-RFM. (b)
Case 2: RFM-Geo-referencing. (c) Case 3: Geo-referencing-Geo-referencing.

image to another image or images of the same scene acquired
under different conditions such as phase, angle, and illumination
through spatial transformation and establishing spatial corre-
spondences between the two or more images [1]. RSI matching,
as the core foundation of visual processing and understanding
tasks such as RSI stitching [2], fusion [3], 3D reconstruction [4],
4D reconstruction [5], [6], change detection and target localiza-
tion, plays an important role in the fields of natural disaster
emergency response and damage assessment. With the rapid
development of remote sensing technology, sensors of different
platforms can provide abundant data for human observation of
the Earth, such as multi/hyperspectral, infrared, and synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) [7]. How to effectively process and analyze
multisensor, multiresolution, and multitemporal remote sensing
data has become a hot research topic in the field of remote sens-
ing, and multisource RSI matching is one of the core problems
that need to be solved urgently [8].

In fact, the matching of RSIs can be divided into three cat-
egories according to their geographical attributes (see Fig. 1).
Case 1 involves nongeocoded images (L1 data) with the ratio-
nal polynomial model (RFM) model. In Case 2, one scene of
the image is geocoded (L2 data), and the other is equipped
with the RFM model. Finally, in Case 3, both images are
geocoded.

Case 1 refers to the matching of RSI tie points (TPs). Au-
tomatically and reliably obtaining accurate and uniformly dis-
tributed TPs and performing block adjustment (BA) calcula-
tion is a prerequisite for applications such as high-precision
mapping, 3-D information extraction, and 3-D urban model
construction by using RSIs [9]. The purpose of matching in
Case 2 and Case 3 is to rectify the images. Due to the phe-
nomenon of degraded positioning model in the participating
images, it becomes impossible to recover the three-dimensional
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information. Currently, although there is extensive research
on RSI matching, it mainly focuses on algorithm innovation
and the tested images are usually small in size. Besides, the
applicability to Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3 has not been
explained.

In existing research on regional image processing, such as
SAR image DOM production [10], optical image block network
adjustment [11], [12], and night light image DOM production
[13], although matching algorithms (MAs) for TPs (such as
SIFT, SAR-SIFT) are mentioned, the details are not described
in detail. Stable MAs like SIFT, SAR-SIFT, etc., are commonly
used in the engineering processing of multisource RSIs. How-
ever, the improvement strategies vary in different studies, and
it is necessary to modify the applicability of the algorithms
according to different data types.

In conclusion, the matching of TPs in RSIs faces several
challenges.

1) There is a lack of a unified strategy for TP matching that
can be applied to multisource RSIs. Existing methods
have low generality and different data require different
strategies.

2) Advanced algorithms are difficult to directly apply to
TP matching in RSIs. Existing methods mainly focus
on algorithm innovation, and the tested images are often
small size, without considering the issue of large size and
wide-range RSIs. There is a gap between visual and RSIs,
which limits the application of advanced algorithms in the
field of remote sensing.

3) Deep learning matching methods are currently limited to
the theoretical research stage, and there exists a significant
gap between their development and practical engineering
applications.

To address these challenges, this article proposes a TPs
matching framework for multisource RSIs (MSRSI-TPMF). The
framework adopts a grid division and local geometric correc-
tion strategy, which is not only suitable for multisource RSIs
but also effectively reduces the impact of scale and rotation
differences on matching. The matching problem of wide-range
RSI is converted into multiple slice image matching using a
quantified module, allowing access to different computer vision
MAs. Finally, the final TPs are obtained by projecting the slice
image homonymous points mapping onto the whole image using
a geometry processing model.

The main contributions of this article include the following
three aspects.

1) In this article, RFM is selected as an effective means to
connect different images. By dividing the grid, the spatial
distribution of TPs is ensured. Combined with geometry
correction, it reduces the impact of scale and rotation
differences on matching. This approach is applicable to
multisource RSIs.

2) This article proposes a complete framework for remote
sensing TP matching. By decomposing the TP match-
ing process and incorporating a matching module, dif-
ferent MAs can be directly applied to TP matching in
RSIs.

TABLE I
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL IMAGE SIZE BY

DIFFERENT METHODS

3) For the first time, this article applies deep learning match-
ing methods to large-scale engineering, validating the
potential of engineering applications.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Image Matching Method

RSI matching originated from image matching in traditional
computer vision, the differences between them are becoming
increasingly smaller. Currently, a substantial amount of research
has been conducted on both image matching and RSI match-
ing. In general, image-matching methods can be categorized
into three groups [14], [15], intensity-based methods (IBM),
feature-based methods (FBM), and learning-based methods
(LBM).

IBMs find the correspondence between images by optimizing
the similarity metrics in the corresponding window pairs of
images [16]. The similarity metrics include the normalized cross
correlation [17], the mutual information [18], etc.

FBMs register images by extracting local features of key
points and calculating the distance of features, such as scale-
invariant feature transform (SIFT) [19], speeded up robust fea-
tures [20], and oriented fast and rotated brief [21], channel
features of orientated gradients (CFOG) [22], histogram of the
orientation of weighted phase [23], and steerable filters of first-
and second-order channels [24].

LBMs are initially applied only to extract advanced features
to obtain keypoints and feature descriptions, such as learning
invariant feature transform [25], deep local feature (DELF)
[26], detection and description network [27], SuperGlue [28],
and multiscale convolutional gradient features [29]. With the
development of technology, end-to-end learning methods have
been proposed. End-to-end learning methods aim to directly
predict the match points. For example, cross-modal feature
description matching network [30], multiscale framework with
unsupervised learning [31], etc.

In current RSI matching, slice images are commonly used
for experimentation. However, in practical applications, wide-
range RSIs need to be processed. There still exists a significant
gap between MAs and practical applications. Table I provides
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Fig. 2. Example of rotation and scale difference. (a) and (c) Tianhui-1 5-m
resolution. (b) and (d) Gaofen-3 UFS 3-m resolution.

statistics on the sizes of experimental images used in some RSI
matching papers from 2022.

B. Strategies for RSI Matching

In the case of RSI TPs matching (Case 1), scholars have
predicted homologous points’ location based on epipolar con-
straints to achieve fast image matching [41], [42]. However, the
standard epipolar line may not apply to all satellite images. For
example, the epipolar line of linear push-room RSI are similar
to hyperbolas, and SAR images do not have standard epipolar
line due to their special slant-range imaging characteristics [43].
Therefore, the image matching based on the epipolar constraint
becomes quite complex, and it is difficult to be used among
different data sources. Another matching strategy is the pyra-
mid image matching method, which involves a process from
coarse to fine, resulting in high reliability. However, generating
pyramid images for RSI, which are generally GB-level data,
is time-consuming and can affect matching efficiency [44].
Additionally, the conventional coarse-to-fine matching strategy
relies heavily on the distribution of initial matching points and
matching accuracy [45]. The block search strategy based on
RFM is another method that uses the four corners of a rectangular
block from the reference image to narrow down the correspond-
ing search area on another image [10]. However, differences in
rotation and scale caused by variations in view angles in the
image window can pose challenges to matching, as shown in
Fig. 2.

III. METHOD

MSRSI-TPMF is proposed in this article, considering that
the computer vision MAs are difficult to directly apply to RSI
matching. The framework divides the RSI TPs matching prob-
lem into three modules, grid division and geometry correction,
image matching, and postprocessing. The computer vision MA
can be applied to RSI TPs matching by image matching module.
The workflow of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 3.

A. Grid Division and Geometry Correction for RSI

1) Overlapping Area Acquisition: Overlap in geospatial lo-
cation is a prerequisite between image pairs involved in image
matching. However, the L1 image data itself does not contain
geographic information, and a geometric processing model is
needed for spatial conversion. First, the four corners of the
matching image are projected onto the ground to obtain the cor-
responding geographic polygon. Then, the intersection polygons

Fig. 3. Workflow of the proposed framework.

(denoted as ROI) between the matching images were obtained
by combining space intersection. In particular, RFM [46] can be
constructed according to the auxiliary file of rational polynomial
coefficients (RPC) provided by L1 image products, which is
defined as follows:⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
x = NumL(U,V,W )

DenL(U,V,W ) =
∑3

i=0

∑3
j=0

∑3
k=0 p1ijkU

iV jWk

∑3
i=0

∑3
j=0

∑3
k=0 p2ijkUiV jWk

y = NumS(U,V,W )
DenS(U,V,W ) =

∑3
i=0

∑3
j=0

∑3
k=0 p3ijkU

iV jWk

∑3
i=0

∑3
j=0

∑3
k=0 p4ijkUiV jWk

(1)

where intermediate coordinates (x,y) and (U,V,W) are obtained
by normalizing the image coordinates (l,s) and ground coordi-
nates (B,L,H) to enhance the stability of mathematical calcula-
tions using RFM. p1ijk, p2ijk, p3ijk, p4ijk (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2,
3; k = 1, 2, 3) are RPCs.

Here, (l,s) and (B,L,H) can be converted into each other
through positive RFM and inverse RFM [46]. The calculation
method is as follows:{

(l, s,H) = h+
RFM (B,L)

(B,L,H) = h−
RFM (l, s)

(2)

where h+
RFM is positive RFM, h−

RFM is inverse RFM.
It is well known that scale differences will affect the matching

results. Therefore, geometric correction is adopted to correct the
matching images to the uniform resolution due to the difference
in resolution between different images. Image resolution can
be obtained by projecting two image points onto the ground and
calculating the ratio of the ground distance to the image distance.
The corrected resolution IRSFinal is calculated as follows:

IRSFinal = Min [IRS1, . . . , IRSM ] (3)

where M represents the number of matching images. Min means
to get the minimum value. M ≥ 2.
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2) Grid Division: Considering the large size of the whole
RSI, it is usually processed into blocks. Moreover, the spatial
distribution of matching points (TPs) between images will affect
the BA results. The method first obtains the minimum enclosing
rectangle corresponding to ROI, which is called virtual polygon
(VP). Then the VP is divided to get several blocks. The width
and height of VP are calculated as follows:{

V P_W = (long_max − long_min) /IRSFinal

V P_H = (lat_max − lat_min) /IRSFinal
(4)

where VP_W and VP_H represent the width and height of VP
respectively. long_max and long_min represent the maximum
and minimum longitude of ROI. lat_max and lat_min indicate
the maximum and minimum latitude ROI, respectively.

The number of grid divisions in the column direction and row
direction can be calculated by given parameters of block pixel
width (BlockX) and block pixel height (BlockY).{

nBLK_X = V P_W/BlockX
nBLK_Y = V P_H/BlockY

(5)

where nBLK_X and nBLK_Y represent the number of grid
divisions in the column direction and row direction, respectively.

Blocks are divided based on VP, so there is a possibility
that blocks may not intersect with the ROI, it is necessary to
determine block’s effectiveness. We define the block in row j and
column i as BLKi,j , where, i�[1, nBLK_X], j�[1, nBLK_Y].

The geographical range of BLKi,j can be transformed accord-
ing to the row and column coordinates, [long_min, lat_max],
and IRSFinal. According to the geographical range of BLKi,j ,
its corresponding geographical polygon is easy to construct and
then overlapping rate can be calculated

ORATEBLKi,j
=

Area (Intersect (BLKi,j , ROI))

Area (BLKi,j)
(6)

where ORATEBLKi,j
represents the overlapping rate of BLKi,j

Intersect (∗) represents space intersection, and Area (∗) repre-
sents polygon area calculation.

The block effectiveness can be determined as follows:{
if ORATEBLKi,j

≥ α, BLKFLAG
i,j = 1

else BLKFLAG
i,j = 0

(7)

where α represents the overlapping rate threshold of block,
BLKFLAG

i,j is the attribute of the block in row j and column i.
If block meets the condition BLKFLAG

i,j = 1, defined
as BLKig,jg ,g ∈ [1,K], ig ∈ [1, nBLK_X],ig ∈ [1, nBLK_Y].
Where BLKig,jg represents the gth filtered block, that is, the
block in row ig and column jg, K represents the number of blocks
after filtering.

In fact, properly reducing the number of grids can reduce
the amount of computation while the space can be evenly dis-
tributed. Fig. 4 shows the result that step is set as 1, 2, 3.

3) Geometry Correction: According to the BLKig,jg and its
corresponding geographical range, combined with DEM data
and the IRSFinal, geometric correction is carried out for the
corresponding regions. The relationship of geometric correction
can be simplified as (8). The details of geometric correction can

Fig. 4. Schematic of different steps. (a) VP. (b) Step = 1. (c) Step = 2.
(d) Step = 3.

be found in [47]⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ImgA_RecBuf
[
BLKig,jg

]
= L

(
BLKig,jg , IRSFinal, ImgA,DEM

)
ImgB_RecBuf

[
BLKig,jg

]
= L

(
BLKig,jg , IRSFinal, ImgB,DEM

) (8)

where ImgA_RecBuf [BLKig,jg ] and ImgB_RecBuf
[BLKig,jg ] represent the ImgA and ImgB block corresponding
to block BLKig,jg after geometric correction, respectively.
L represents the transformation relationship of geometric
correction.

B. Image Matching

The wide-range RSI has been converted into multiple slice
images through grid division and geometric correction. Conse-
quently, different MAs can be integrated to achieve the extraction
of the homologous points between slice images. The relationship
is as follows:

LMP
[
BLKig,jg

]
= M

(
ImgA_RecBuf

[
BLKig,jg

]
,

ImgB_RecBuf
[
BLKig,jg

])
(9)

where LMP [BLKig,jg ] indicates matched points in Block
BLKig,jg . M represents the MA. The result of matched points
here is the pixel coordinate of the corresponding block without
geographic information, it needs to be converted to the original
RSI through postprocessing with the help of RFM.

C. Points Postprocessing

The initial matching points of the whole image can be ob-
tained by merging the matching points of each block, and the
relationship is as follows:

CMP =
∑

F
(
LMP

[
BLKig,jg

])
(10)

where CMP is the initial matching points of the whole image,
and Σ represents the merging operation of all the blocks. F is
the functional relationship of pixel coordinates mapped from the
block to the whole image, as shown in Fig. 5.

The relationship of pixel coordinates mapped from the block
to the whole image can be divided into three steps. Step 1,
converting pixel coordinates of blocks to pixel coordinates of
VP. Step 2, longitude and latitude coordinates corresponding to
pixel coordinates in Step 1 are calculated based on VP range,
[long_min, lat_max], and IRSFinal, and DEM data is utilized
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Fig. 5. Schematic of pixel coordinates mapped from block to the whole image.

to complete the conversion from block pixel coordinates to
three-dimensional geodetic coordinates. Step 3, with the help
of RPC files, the inverse RFM in (2) can be used to obtain
the 3-D geodetic coordinates in Step 2 corresponding to pixel
coordinates on the original image.

Although the MA in the image matching module will elimi-
nate the mismatched points, the relation is only satisfied in the
local space because the matching is based on slice images. Now
that, the whole image should be taken as the object to eliminate
mismatched points, the relationship is as follows:

FMP = P (CMP ) (11)

where FMP represents the point after global mismatched elim-
ination, and P represents the mismatched point elimination
model.

Based on the least square principle, this article compensates
for the systematic error of the RFM through the geometric
constraint relationship between images, which can be described
as {

l +Δl = l + a0 + a1l + a2s = Fl (B,L,H)
s+Δs = s+ b0 + b1l + b2s = Fs (B,L,H)

(12)

where (l,s) represents the image coordinate of homologous
points. (a0, a1, a2) and (b0, b1, b2) are the compensation param-
eters. (B, L, H) is the ground coordinates of the corresponding
homologous points on the ground, which can be obtained by
directly solving the model parameters after adjustment [48],
[49], [10]. Finally, the root mean square error (RMSE) of all
points is calculated as follows:

RMSE =

√∑n

i=1

[
(li − T (l′i, s

′
i))

2 + (si − T (l′i, s
′
i))

2
]
/N

(13)
where (li, si) and (l′i, s

′
i) are the sets of homologous points

involved in calculation, respectively. T represents the trans-
formation model, here is the geometric constraint relationship
compensation based on RFM. N represents the number of points
participating in the calculation.

According to (12) and (13), combined with the iterative solu-
tion strategy, the mismatched point elimination model P of (11)
is obtained.

Here, the systematic error of RFM compensation model (12)
was solved based on the initial points, then all point residuals

Algorithm 1: MSRSI-TPMF Algorithm.

were calculated, and the point whose residual was greater than
the given threshold was iteratively eliminated. Until the condi-
tion is satisfied, and the RMSE is calculated. In this article, we
called BA mismatched point elimination (BAMPE). The given
threshold is set to 1.5 pixels as default in this article.

D. TPs Matching for Multiple Images

Step 1, Initial task construction. Select two images out of
N images and combine them, denoted as TSKFLAG = 0

i,j , where
i�[1,N], j�[1,N], and i�j. FLAG � [0, 1] is the task flag whose
initialization value is 0. The initial number of tasks is TskCount,
which is determined by the following equation:

TskCount = C2
N =

N (N − 1)

2
. (14)

Step 2, Optimization of tasks based on spatial relationships.
Select the ith and jth image (TSKFLAG

i,j ) and judge whether
they intersect in space. If an overlap relationship exists, set
TSKFLAG=1

i,j . Spatial overlap calculations involve projecting the
four corner points of the master image onto elevation surface Z to
obtain ground points, which are then reprojected onto the slave
image to perform polygon intersection. A schematic diagram of
this process is shown in Fig. 6.

Step 3, TP matching is carried out for the tasks in (2) that
meet the conditions of TSKFLAG = 1

i,j .
Step 4, Perform BA for all images based on the matched TPs.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to verify the feasibility of MSRSI-TPMF proposed in
this article, four sets of experiments were designed for analysis
and verification.

1) Quantitative experiments were conducted to explore the
impact of scale and rotation differences on matching.
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Fig. 6. Overlapping rate calculation method based on RFM.

Fig. 7. Test Data 1 slice images. (a) Pair-A (900 × 900). (b) Pair-B
(1024 × 1024). (c) Pair-C (2000 × 2000).

2) Different mismatched points elimination methods were
performed and their effects were analyzed.

3) A variety of different MAs were used to match the TPs,
verifying the generality of the framework.

4) Multiscene RSI was organized to match TPs in order to
verify the engineering processing capability of the frame-
work.

A. Description of Experimental Datasets

Test Data 1: Three sets of remote sensing slice image pairs,
including Gaofen-2 (GF-2), Tianhui-1 (TH-1), and Gaofen-3
(GF-3), were geometry corrected and adopted for the experi-
ment, and the information shown in Table II and Fig. 7.

Test Data 2: Two groups of image pairs, including GF-2 and
Gaofen-7 (GF-7), were used to test the influence of different

TABLE II
TEST DATA 1 IMAGES INFORMATION

TABLE III
TEST DATA 2 IMAGE INFORMATION

TABLE IV
TEST DATA 3 IMAGE INFORMATION

mismatched point elimination methods. The image information
is shown in Table III.

Test Data 3: It includes SAR (GF-3) image pair in Japan
and optical /SAR (GF-7/GF-3) images in Yunnan province. The
framework was adopted to conduct the TPs matching experiment
by different MAs. Table IV is the image information.

Test Data 4: In this study, GF-3 SAR images in Hubei Province
and Gaofen-1 (GF-1) optical images in Hebei Province were
used as the test data to verify the potential of this framework in
large-scale area applications. The spatial distribution of images
is shown in Fig. 8.

Hubei Province test area: The test area was located between
28.87° and 33.79° latitude, 108.21° and 112.35° longitude. It
is a mountainous/hilly region in the west of Hubei Province,
China. The elevation range is 26 to 3090 m. Thirteen images
were available for the area. The acquisition times were from
October 2017 to November 2017.

Hebei Province test area: The test area was located between
40.34° and 42.11° latitude, 114.62° and 116.28° longitude. It
is a mountainous region in the north of Hebei Province, China.
The elevation range is 204 to 2288 m. Seventeen images were
available for the area. The acquisition times were from June
2017 to June 2020.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of Hubei Province and Hubei Province test area.

B. Influence of Scale and Rotation to Image Match

The pair-A, pair-B, and pair-C in Test Data 1 were performed
with two times, three times, and four times of down sampling
(DS) respectively. Four plans were used to compare the result
of image match by DS images. The details of the plans were as
follows.

Plan 1, no scale and rotation difference experiment, the original
image 1 (Size) and image 2 (Size) were DS by k times (k =
23,4), and the DS image 1 (Size/k) and DS image 2 (Size/k)
were matched.

Plan 2, scale difference experiment, matching the original image
1 (Size) and the DS image 2 (Size/k) in Plan 1.

Plan 3, rotation difference experiment, matching the DS image
1 (Size/k) in Plan 1 and the rotated DS image 2 (Size/k +
Rotation) in Plan 1 (15° counterclockwise rotation in this
article).

Plan 4, scale and rotation difference experiment, matches the
original image 1 (Size) and the rotated DS image 2 (Size/k +
Rotation) in Plan 3.

SIFT method and SAR-SIFT method, as representative FBMs
in the field of optical and SAR image matching, are widely used
for optical and SAR image matching [10], [11], [12]. In this
experiment, pair-A and pair-B were matched by the SIFT algo-
rithm, SAR-SIFT algorithm was used for pair-C (SAR image).
The number of initial matches (NIM), number of the correct
matches (NCM), and RMSE of the experimental results were
counted respectively, then the corresponding correct matching
ratio (CMR) is calculated. In this experiment, the match within
1.5 pixels was defined as the correct match [24]. CMR was
defined as CMR = NCM/NIM, the RMSE can be calculated
according to (13). The difference is that T is an affine transfor-
mation model. Table V shows the statistical results.

In Table V, red marks indicate that this index is the best. For
NCM and CMR, the larger the value is, the better the effect is.
On the contrary, the smaller the value is, the higher the accuracy
is for RMSE. Table V shows that the best results can be obtained
in NCM, CMR, and RMSE when there is no scale and rotation

difference (Plan1). To analyze the impact of different plans on
the matching results, the best and worst times of NCM, CMR,
and RMSE in pair-A, pair-B, and pair-C for different plans under
different DS scales were calculated (the sum of the best and worst
times of each index is 9). The results are shown in Table VI.

The statistical results in Table VI showed that the best times
of NCM, CMR, and RMSE are 9, 8, and 6, respectively, when
there is no scale and rotation difference (Plan1). At the same
time, the worst statistics of NCM, CMR, and RMSE are all
0, indicating that the best matching results can be obtained
without scale and rotation differences. In addition, it can be
seen that when there is a scale and rotation difference (Plan4),
the statistics of the worst times of NCM, CMR, and RMSE
are 9, 9, and 5, respectively. It shows that the matching result
will be worse when scale and rotation difference exists at the
same time. In terms of RMSE, the best time in the scale and
rotation difference (Plan4) experiment is 3, and the worst time
is 5, showing an abnormal phenomenon. Moreover, it shows that
the best results of RMSE all appeared in pair-C. According to
the results in Table V, the NCM statistical values of pair-C at
different DS scales (k = 23,4) are 41, 14, and 6, respectively.
The reliability of the results is difficult to guarantee due to a
few points participating in the calculation of RMSE. Pair-C is
matched by the SAR-SIFT algorithm, which indirectly indicates
that the SAR-SIFT algorithm has poor robustness to scale and
rotation.

In brief, it shows that when there are scale and rotation
differences among the images involved in matching, even if a
more robust SIFT algorithm is adopted, the matching accuracy
will still be reduced. Therefore, effective reduction of the impact
of scale and rotation can improve the accuracy of matching and
the number of matching points.

C. Influence of Different Mismatch Points Method on BA

Grid division strategy is adopted for image matching and it
can achieve good results on local blocks in this article. However,
the whole image may not meet the optimal results. It is necessary
to eliminate the mismatched TPs based on the whole image to
improve the matching accuracy. In this experiment, the SIFT al-
gorithm was selected to match and obtain initial points (IPs) due
to the use of GF-2 and GF-7 optical images. The results of IPs,
BAMPE method, quadratic polynomial (QPMPE) method, and
random sample consensus (RANSAC) method were counted.
Here, QPMPE is performed by fitting the QPMPE coefficient
based on the IPs, and the pixel whose residual is greater than
the given threshold is iteratively eliminated. Until the condition
is satisfied, and the RMSE is calculated. The process is the
same as (11), except that the transformation model is a QPMPE
model. The fitting model of RANSAC is the perspective model.
In Section IV-B, the images involved in matching are slice
images that reduce the difference in rotation and scale, therefore,
an affine transformation is selected and the threshold is set at
1.5 pixel [24]. The difference is that the QPMPE model was
selected and the iterative threshold was added to 3 pixels in
this experiment based on the wide-range RSIs’ characteristic.
To maintain generality, the RANSAC threshold is also set to 3.
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TABLE V
STATISTICS OF RESULTS OF DIFFERENT PLAN IN TEST DATA 1

TABLE VI
NUMBER OF BEST/WORST STATISTICS OF DIFFERENT PLANS/TIMES

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of different mismatch point removal
methods on GF-2 and GF-7 data.

According to Table VII, the accuracy of the BA of IPs is 1.853
and 0.343 pixels on GF-2 data and GF-7 data, respectively. The
result shows the effectiveness of the block-matching method
in this article. However, the existence of some mismatched
points leads to large maximum errors, such as the maximum
XY error of GF-2 data and GF-7 data reaching 86.957 and
19.056 pixels, respectively. The accuracy of BA is improved

TABLE VII
STATISTICS OF RESULTS OF DIFFERENT PLAN IN TEST DATA 2

by using BAMPE, QPMPE, and RANSAC to eliminate mis-
matched points. Although QPMPE and RANSAC can elimi-
nate mismatched points, the CMR is low. Especially for GF-7
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Fig. 9. TPs distribution of different mismatch point removal methods. (a) GF-2
Data. (b) GF-7 Data.

data, the CMR is only 20.55% and 1.15%, respectively. Low
CMR is difficult to ensure spatial distribution, as shown in
Fig. 9. The CMR of the BAMPE is 99.86% and 99.97% in
the GF-2 data and GF-7 data, respectively. Compared with the
QPMPE method and RANSAC method, only a few points need
to be deleted in the initial matching to obtain better match-
ing accuracy, which reflects the effectiveness of the BAMPE
method.

From the perspective of the data source, the image angle of
both fields in GF-2 data is 3.45°, and its deformation can be
simply replaced by a QPMPE in a wide-range image. However,
the angles of the forward and backward cameras equipped with
GF-7 are +26° and −5°, respectively [50]. At this time, the
deformation of the image is not limited to the plane, and the
QPMPE method cannot completely fit its deformation.

Further analysis shows that the BAMPE method is based on
the combination of the RFM model and affine transformation,
which is essentially a high-order polynomial model. Although
low-order polynomials can replace high-order models to some
extent, there will be an underfitting phenomenon. Briefly, the
method of eliminating mismatched points in this article can
ensure the number of matching points and accuracy. Considering
that the framework adopts the grid division strategy, which can
ensure a sufficient number of points and the uniform distribution
of points in space. Besides, it found that it is extremely important
to select a suitable model to eliminate the mismatched points

Fig. 10. TPs results by different methods for GF-3 images in Japan. (a) SIFT.
(b) SAR-SIFT. (c) SARPointNet. (d) CFOG. (e) RIFT. (f) MoTIF.

through this experiment. When the intersection angle of the
images participating in the matching is large, the low-order
polynomial is difficult to effectively fit the projected geometric
deformation, and the high-order model needs to be considered.

D. Framework Generality Verification

In this section, six representative MAs (SIFT [19], SAR-SIFT
[33], SARPointNet [51], CFOG [22], RIFT [52], and MoTIF
[53]) including artificial feature MA and deep learning algorithm
were integrated with the framework first. Then different MAs
were performed TPs matching from different RSI in Test Data
3. The results of different methods were evaluated qualitatively
and quantitatively at the same time. Here, the SIFT method is
a representative MA for optical images. SAR-SIFT method is a
representative MA for SAR images. SARPointNet method is the
first algorithm to apply deep learning-based matching methods
to the field of SAR matching. CFOG and RIFT algorithms are
high-cited algorithms with citation frequencies of 175 and 187,
respectively. MoTIF is the latest algorithm published in 2022.

1) GF-3 Image Matching Experiment in Japan: The match-
ing TPs results of the GF-3 image in Japan are shown in
Table VIII. Fig. 10 shows the spatial distribution of points.
Red marks indicate that this index is the best in Table VII.
According to NCM, it is shown in Table VIII that SIFT, SAR-
SIFT, SARPointNet, CFOG, RIFT, and MoTIF can effectively
obtain enough TPs, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
those methods. Besides, RIFT can get the most NIM and NCM,
CFOG has the highest CMR, SARPointNet has the highest initial
accuracy of 1 pixel, and after removing mismatched points,
CFOG has the highest accuracy of 0.250 pixels. However, the
implementation of the algorithm comes from the open source
website and there are three coding methods (C++, Python,
and MATLAB). It cannot be directly applied to wide-range
RSI matching. Combined with the framework proposed in this
article, different algorithms and different coding methods can
effectively serve RSI TPs matching, which verifies the generality
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TABLE VIII
STATISTICS OF TPS RESULTS BY DIFFERENT METHOD FOR GF-3 IMAGES IN JAPAN

TABLE IX
STATISTICS OF TP RESULTS BY DIFFERENT METHODS FOR GF-7/GF-3 IMAGES IN YUNNAN PROVINCE

Fig. 11. Details of matching results by different algorithms in Japan. (a) SIFT
(b)SAR-SIFT. (c) SARPointNet. (d) CFOG. (e) RIFT. (f) MoTIF.

of the framework. In addition, SARPointNet is a deep-learning
algorithm, this framework can provide a good idea for the
engineering of deep learning algorithm.

In Fig. 10, SAR image MAs, such as SAR-SIFT and SAR-
PointNet, can achieve better spatial distribution of TPs for SAR
images. However, the other four methods have different degrees
of “holes,” as shown in Fig. 10 red boxes area. Compared with the
results of the three multimode MAs (CFOG, RIFT, and MoTIF),
the spatial distribution of RIFT is the most balanced. Fig. 11
shows the matching details of local corrected slice images.

2) GF-7/GF-3 Multimodal Image Matching Experiment in
Yunnan Province: The matching TP results of GF-7/GF-3 im-
ages in Yunnan Province are shown in Table IX, and Fig. 12
shows the spatial distribution of points. SIFT, SAR-SIFT, and

Fig. 12. TPs results by different methods for GF-3/GF-7 images in Yunnan
Province. (a) CFOG. (b) RIFT. (c) MoTIF.

SARPointNet algorithms failed due to the multimodal images,
there are no result statistics.

Table IX shows that the IPs RMSE of multimodal matching is
poor. The results of the CFOG, RIFT, and MoTIF methods are
7.224, 14.124, and 67.784 pixels, respectively. At the same time,
the CMR of CFOG, RIFT, and MoTIF methods are 78.73%,
26.06%, and 16.38%, respectively, indicating the difficulty of
multimodal data matching. Although the TPs RMSE can reach
the subpixel level after the removal of mismatched points, the
overall spatial distribution is poor, as shown in Fig. 12.

In Fig. 12, the TP results of the RIFT method can basically
cover the overlapping region, while MoTIF has the worst effect.
According to Table IX, although the NCM and CMR of the
CFOG method are large, their spatial distribution is weaker than
that of the RIFT algorithm. In multimodal matching, in order to
obtain a better spatial distribution of TPs, the threshold of mis-
matched points (1.5 pixels in this article) can be appropriately
raised when mismatched points are eliminated. Fig. 13 shows
the local details of CFOG, RIFT, and MoTIF on the experimental
images.

The framework integrates SIFT, SAR-SIFT, SARPointNet,
CFOG, RIFT, MoTIF, and TPs matching experiments are carried
out for different images. The results show that the TPs can
be extracted effectively and the generality of the framework
is verified. Meanwhile, the experimental results show that the
RIFT algorithm can achieve good results on both homologous
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TABLE X
BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT RESULTS OF SARPOINTNET TPS BY DIFFERENT METHODS/PIXELS

Fig. 13. Details of matching results by different algorithms in Yunnan
Province. (a) CFOG. (b) RIFT. (c) MoTIF.

and multimodal images, which can provide guidance for the
selection of practical application methods.

E. MSRSI-TPMF Experiments for Area RSI

1) Hubei Province GF-3 SAR Images Experiment: In the
engineering processing of TPs matching, artificial feature MAs
such as SIFT and SAR-SIFT are widely used, while deep learn-
ing methods are only being researched and there are few reports
on their practical applications. In order to explore the potential
application of deep learning MAs in large-scale area processing,
SARPointNet method was used combined with the framework
of this article proposed to conduct TPs matching experiments
on GF-3 SAR images in the western Hubei Province.

Through BA method, the experiment evaluated the accuracy
of initial TPs, the accuracy of refined TPs using BAMPE method,
and the final TPs which removed gross errors through global BA
from the refined TPs.

The statistical results showed that geometry correction took
22 min, image matching took 6 min, the TP merging took 1 min,
and the points refined using the BAMPE method took 4 min.
Therefore, the original matching points took 29 min, and the
BAMPE method took 33 min. The experimental environment
was an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10750H CPU @ 2.60 GHz 2.59
GHz 16.0 GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GTX1650. Experimen-
tal parameters, BlockX= 256 BlockY= 256, Step= 4, BAMPE
Threshold = 1.5.

Table X is the BA results of SARPointNet TPs by different
methods. It shows that for regional SAR images, without remov-
ing mismatched points, the RMSE of XY by BA is 19.703 pixels,
which does not meet the requirements for seamless mosaic.
After removing mismatched points using the BAMPE method,
the RMSE of XY can be improved to 0.829 pixels, and the
accuracy of the TPs is significantly improved, demonstrating
the effectiveness of this method.

Fig. 14. Spatial distribution of TPs by different methods. (a) IPs. (b) BAMPE.
(c) Final PTs.

Fig. 15. Details of SARPointNet TPs by different methods. (a1), (b1), (c1)
Details of IPs, BAMPE, final PTs located in the layover region. (d1) Result
of (a1), (b1), (c1) stacking. (a2), (b2), (c2) Details of IPs, BAMPE, final PTs
located in the shadow region. (d2) Result of (a2), (b2), (c2) stacking.

However, further analysis shows that the Max XY error of the
TPs processed by BAMPE is 65.869 pixels. Considering that
the BAMPE method is only for two images, while the BA of the
regional images needs all TPs involved in the matching to meet
the global optimum condition, so gross error point removal is
still necessary for regional images by global BA. After the gross
error was detected and eliminated by global BA, the RMSE of
XY is 0.368 pixels, and MAX XY is 0.854 pixels, which meets
the requirement of seamless mosaic. Fig. 14 shows the spatial
distribution results of TPs obtained by different methods, and
Fig. 15 shows the details of Fig. 14.

Local geometric correction strategy adopted in this frame-
work can effectively reduce the rotation and scale difference,
however, the layover and shadow caused by the SAR side-view
imaging characteristics lead to mismatch points in this region,
as shown in the red box in Fig. 15. In Fig. 15, it showed that the
BAMPE method can effectively eliminate the mismatch points
located in the region of layover and shadow. In addition, the
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Fig. 16. Spatial distribution of TPs of SAR-SIFT and SARPointNet methods
by BAMPE. (a) SAR-SIFT results. (b) SARPointNet results. (c) SAR-SIFT
(green dots) and SARPointNet (red dots) stack results.

Fig. 17. Details of the connection points of SAR-SIFT and SARPointNet.
(a1)SAR-SIFT in R1. (b1)SARPointNet in R1. (c1) (a1),(b1) stacking. (a2)SAR-
SIFT in R2. (b2)SARPointNet in R2. (c2) (a2),(b1) stacking. (a3) SAR-SIFT in
R3. (b3) SARPointNet in R3. (c3) (a3),(b3) stacking.

mismatch points can be further suppressed by means of global
BA.

As a comparison, the experiments were conducted under
the same experimental conditions integrating the SAR-SIFT
matching method for large-scale area TPs matching. Here, image
matching took 15 min, TP merging took 1.5 min, and BAMPE
method optimization took 6 min. The geometry correction time
remains the same (22 min), the original matching point took
38.5 min, and the BAMPE method took 44.5 min.

Fig. 16 shows the spatial distribution of TPs for SAR-SIFT
and SARPointNet method, and Fig. 17 shows the details of the
box area in Fig. 16 (R1, R2, R3).

As can be seen from Fig. 16, SAR-SIFT and SARPointNet
can obtain better spatial distribution and a sufficient number of

Fig. 18. Optical region images TPs results in Hebei Province.

TPs. Besides, the comparison in detail shows that the spatial
distribution of SARPointNet TPs is more uniform, and there
are fewer areas with “holes,” which further verifies the po-
tential of the deep learning matching method. It shows that
SARPointNet/SAR-SIFT takes 33 /44.5 min in Tables X and XI,
which reflects the advantages of the deep learning MA. Although
the number of TPs acquired by SARPointNet is 71097, which
is less than that of SAR-SIFT at 138307, Fig. 16 shows that the
method can still achieve a better spatial distribution.

In summary, this framework can realize the large-scale area
processing application of deep learning MA and artificial feature
MA. Besides, the BAMPE method can effectively eliminate the
mismatched points, which verifies the reliability of the frame-
work in this article. The regional image comparison experiments
show that the deep learning MA can achieve the same accuracy
as the feature MA and can shorten the matching time. Combined
with the framework of this article, it can provide guidance for
the application of deep learning MAs in large-scale area image
processing.

2) Hebei Province GF-1 Optical Images Experiment:
Through the GF-3 SAR images experiment in Hubei Province, it
was verified that the framework can perform regional processing
on SAR images. In this experiment, 17 GF-1 optical images in
Hebei Province were adopted, and MSRSI-TPMF proposed in
this article was used to integrate the SIFT algorithm for TPs
matching.

Finally, mismatched points were eliminated through BAMPE
and global BA. The results are shown in Table XII. It can be
seen that for the optical region images, the overall accuracy
of BA is not high without removing the mismatched points,
and the RMSE of TPs is 5.135 pixels, which cannot meet
the requirements of a seamless mosaic. After eliminating the
mismatched points, the RMSE of TPs is 0.225 pixels, which
significantly improves the accuracy. The experimental results
show that the CMR is 99.30% and the NCM is 130054. Points
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TABLE XI
BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT RESULTS OF SAR-SIFT TPS BY DIFFERENT METHODS/PIXEL

TABLE XII
STATISTICS OF TP RESULTS IN HEBEI PROVINCE/PIXEL

can be guaranteed even if the mismatched points are removed
when the number of IPs is sufficient and evenly distributed.

Fig. 18 is the result of TPs in Hebei Province, where the
green dot represents the final TPs, and the red dot represents
the mismatched points. It can be seen from the details that for
optical images, due to the influence of factors such as large time
differences and clouds, there are many mismatched points. The
mismatched points in this area can be effectively eliminated by
our method in this article.

V. CONCLUSION

This article introduces the MSRSI-TPMF based on the geo-
metric and radiation characteristics of RSI. The framework com-
bines six representative MAs (SIFT, SAR-SIFT, SARPointNet,
CFOG, RIFT, and MoTIF) to enable the integration of MAs
with multiple algorithms and coding methods. The proposed
geometry correction strategy effectively reduces the impact of
scale and rotation differences on the matching point results,
and the effectiveness of BAMPE method is validated through
experimental analysis. A large-scale TPs matching test for deep
learning MA was performed by using 13 scenes SAR images
(10-m resolution) with TPs RMSE of 0.368 pixels, further
validating the reliability of the framework.

In summary, the proposed matching framework can achieve
automatic TPs matching for optical/SAR and other multisource
RSIs by embedding artificial feature MAs and deep learning
MAs. This lays the technical foundation for convenient, fast,
and large-scale application of state-of-the-art MAs in remote
sensing.
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